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CHAPTER FIVE 

Purgatory Revolution, 1979-1989 

Shortly after the victory of the Islamic revolution, one of its foreign academic 

supporters stated that "the word 'mysticism' is a little problematical" and that "Sufism 

as an organized body has only a peripheral existence in [the] Shi'i school. We do find 

sufi orders, but they are generally rejected by the Shi'i ulama."1 In the Islamic 

Republic, years later, one sheikh compared the fate of the Ne'matollahl Sufi path in 

Iran to "the shape of a vine, the shapeless branches of which have decomposed."2 

One could be easily led by these statements to the assumption that Sufism must 

have suffered greatly from the Islamic revolution, and that consequently, it virtually 

disappeared. However, a Sufi in exile in the safe haven of London - who spoke from 

a different angle - stated of the SoltancalIsahI qotb that he had (wished to stay and) 

"remained in Iran after the revolution, displaying his surrender and obedience to Aya

tollah Khomeyni." Revolutionary purges long gone, it was felt by another authority 

that nowadays "the Nimatullahl Order has many followers in [...] especially Persia."4 

The Necmatollahï orders overcame initial suffering through social and doctrinal 

reform(ul)ations. The consideration of these allows one to scratch the surface of Su-

fism's survival through adversity. The extent to which the Saffalïsahïs and SoltancalI-

sahls succeeded in maintaining themselves in the Islamic Republic, was conditioned 

1 ALGAR. 1983: 55, cf. BAYAT, 1982: 195; FISCHER, 1980: 143, 277: and RICHARD, 1995: 51-2, 

for reflections on the impact of the revolution on groups not favoured by the revolutionary elite (i.e. 
among whom Sufi orders). LEWISOHN (1998: 440) held that "Despite the fact that certain Sufis with 
a clerical background, such as MajdhQb 'All Shah, and Husayn cAli Shah, and some clerics with gnos
tic tendencies, such as Mulla Had! Sabzvarl and Bahr al-'Ulüm, were able to transcend the artificial 
exoteric-esoteric divide in their lives and works, effecting a reconciliation between the largely sepa
rate fields of the juridical shari'at and the mystical tariqat, the intellectual endeavours of individuals 
belonging to these élite subcultures have done little to dispel the bitter rivalry and enmity which still 
permeates public social relations between the two groups (especially in Iran under the ayatollahs)". 

2 Cf. CAHARDAHÏ, 1361/1982-3: 182. 
3 HOMAYUNI, 1371/1992: 221. The qotb referred to is the late SoItancalIsahi leader <Reza(alIsah>. 
4 NURBAKHSH, 1991: 144. The author referred to the Zo'r-Reyasateyn Ne'matollahï order. 
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110 IN THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC 

not only on contingent forces but also variant reputations on the eve of the revolution, 

and different sets of performance in the face of the new circumstances. Through the 

shadows of the past and the revolutionary fervour, new mystic regimes appeared. 

Until 1996, the history of the Islamic Republic divided into three periods, in which 

the state ideology successively emphasised the supremacy of Islam alone ('Islam-

Islam'), then blended it with patriotism ('Islam-Iran'), and finally, with full blown na

tionalism ('Iran-Iran').5 The third period - after the 'decade of war and revolution',6 

and Khomeyni's death in 1989 - brought a series of reforms. These included an ideo

logical moderation and the emergence of 'state mysticism', which enabled Shicite Su-

fism to accommodate to regime religiosity (see chapter 6). However, in the first peri

od, the Shicite hierocracy reoriented itself towards state affiliation, and (Khomeyni's 

doctrine of) the absolute Rule of the Jurist. Guiding the process of state building, this 

hermetic ideology largely ruled out opportunities for Sufism, to assert itself either re

ligiously or politically. It was only once religiosity attained a patriotic colouring, du

ring the war with Iraq (1980-1988),7 that Sufis saw chances for acquiring legitimacy. 

5.1. In between rejection and persecution 

The account of'what happened', whether or not an 'event' had occurred and, if 
so, what was its nature, always had a rhetorical purpose [....] 
Violence [...] plays the motivating role [...] whether as physical confrontation, 
[...], vengeance, 'anger' or state oppression that one must escape.8 

Refutation (radd) of doctrine and denunciation as heretics (takfir), by either rulers or 

jurists, had been the fate of many Sufis. Social configurations in which rulers co

operated closely with jurists (as in the late Safawid era) had been particularly 

detrimental. Now, with the Shicite vanguard's assumption of state power- i.e. rulers 

5 AMIRAHMADI, 1996. 
6Cf. MENASHRI, 1990. 
7 Tehran Times (11/03/96) published a telling 'Interview With the Mother of 1 Martyrs'- "Q- What 

was their motivation for going to the battlefield? A: It is incumbent on not only every Muslim but on 
every person to defend his homeland, let alone the fact that my sons were defending Islam " 
, , „ n , G ' ^ E N A N ' 1 9 9 6 : 4 8 ' 59- M , R - H 0 S S E I N I ' s account of the Ahl-e Haqq in the Islamic Republic 
(1994, (2)) stated they see the Islamic Republic as hostile (op. cit„ p. 217, my emphasis), while 
evidence indicated they played a far from insignificant socio-political role in it: "In both the previous 
and the 1992 parliamentary elections [Ahl-e Haqq leader Sayyed Nasreddln] proved that his support 
for one candidate could transform the electoral results at the level of the province" (op cit p 224) 
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and jurists uniting in terms of personnel - revolutionary purges had to be lying in 

wait. Certain clerical attitudes moreover seemed to make these plausible. Ayatollah 

Azad from Qomm took the traditionalist stance: "We do not agree with Sufism at all. 

Sufis do not marry, they do not work, are lazy, they beg and they do not recognise the 

holy law. They are outside Islam and we do not exchange our women with them."10 

However, among all official and documented repression of Bahais, Freemasons, 

and Monarchists, sources are silent on Sufism." No public documents are to be found 

from the revolutionary Islamic Republic that testify to Sufism as a target. Ne

vertheless, many Iranians narrate the fate of Sufism in terms of official persecution. 

An official at the Police Department for Foreigners' Affairs lectured me on 

Sufism's illegality when I was to renew my visa. When I informed after proof, he 

decided not to stress the point. A student sympathetic to the revolution explained to 

me that Sufism was referred to in schools as an example of Islam devoid of its social 

mission. He cited political statements of Shicite revolutionaries but he could not 

produce one that framed Sufism as infidelity {kofr), polytheism (Serk) or illegitimate 

innovation (bedcat). Officials in the Tehran Parliament Library looked at me sternly 

when I introduced myself, but they nevertheless allowed me to consult their 

collection, which included generally accessible Sufi handwritings. A Tehran based 

Hoggat ol-Eslam held Sufism to be a worthy object of persecution, but he enthusias

tically agreed when I cited Henry Corbin to him, who had cited Heydar Amoli's 

dictum that "true Sufis are Shi'ites and true Shicites are Sufis." A teacher of 'erfan in 

9 For the Ahl-e Haqq, the Islamic Republic "revived a painful collective memory, dormant in the 
last decades before the revolution" (MlR-HOSSElNl, 1994, (2): 217). Providing context for Zo'r-Reya-
sateyn attitudes, LEWISOHN (1998: 460) stated that "with the advent of the religious revolution [...] 
the historical animosity between mulla and Sufi had hardly subsided; the 'Usülï Shi'ite clergy's hatred 
of Sufism lay dormant but not dead. Only a century and a half away lay the anti-Sufi pogroms." 

111 Interview, 06/07/97. 
" "Ayatollah Mohammad Yazdi, the head of the judiciary, stated in 1996 that Baha'ism was an 

espionage organization [....] Attorney Mohammed Assadi was executed on August 9 on charges that 
included [...] being a Freemason and a member of the International Lions organization" (U.S. Depart
ment of State, Iran Country Report on Human Rights Practices for 1997, pp. 6; 2). On 10/24/93 "Maj
lis deputies approved a bill [...] which entails that administrative offences would now include [...] 
membership of deviant groups [...] and membership of Freemasonry organizations" (unspecified inter
net message). It has furthermore been reported that "all documents and records of Iranian Freemason
ry were captured by the Revolutionary Guards in 1980" {communication 02/16/99, via the Supreme 
Council of the Northern Masonic Jurisdiction of the United States of America). Although Human 
Rights Watch and Amnesty reports have repeatedly included sections on the persecution of religious 
minorities in Iran, I have not been able to trace any clear case in these reports that concerned Sufism. 
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Qomm held Sufism to be rejectionable, but the person who introduced me to him told 

me that he himself was known as that city's Sheikh of Sufism (Seyh ol-tasawwof). 

The alleged persecution of Sufism prevailed not only in outsiders' representations, 

but also figured in a contemporary Sufi narration of the self. The (hi)story of the ZoT-

Reyasateyn Ne'matollahï order bears witness to the rhetorical purposes that it serves. 

The Zo'r-Reyasateyn order as it is presently known, was shaped and moulded by 

Javad Nurbakhsh, who became its qotb in 1953. In 1955, Nurbakhsh bought the lodge 

of his deceased spiritual master in the South of Tehran and reportedly had it regis

tered as a religious endowment (waqf). It was, according to a Tehran! affiliate, 

enlarged through the purchase of surrounding properties, and subsequently adorned 

with a garden, library and a museum. The Zo=r-Reyasateyn morïds had their private 

places in the lodge, but they did not live inside. The master's modern views held that 

social life was to be accomplished outside the lodge, while the inside was reserved 

for spirituality. From 1962 to 1977, Nurbakhsh combined the leadership of the order, 

among many other activities, with a position as psychiatry professor in Tehran.12 

In 1974, Nurbakhsh visited the United States and in 1975, the first American 

convent was founded in New York City. More American lodges followed, and a 

building was purchased in London as well. The 'temples' attracted Iranian students 

who had gone abroad for education. "They lacked spirituality in the West," a Tehran! 

affiliate told me, "so they came to look for it with Dr. Nurbakhsh." He was the ap

propriate man for them, because as a secular professor - who was lecturing academic 

audiences on Freudian psychoanalysis - he represented the Westernised and educated 

elite, while his Sufi spirituality represented in some ways a compromise between 

religion and modern life.13 In the Western wave of 'spiritual reorientation', it was pos-

»Interview Tehran affiliate, 11/27/96. Scattered over the country, there were according to my in
terviewee about forty lodges, especially in smaller cities, bought or constructed between 1960 and 
1970, and an equivalent number of sheikhs to lead them. He hesitatingly admitted the Zo'r-Reyasa
teyn order represented, in late 1960 Iran, 'tremendous social power'. ALGAR ("Ni<mat-AMahï" Ency
clopaedia of Islam) wrote that Nurbakhsh "managed to recruit many members of Tehran hi<>h society 
at a time when the professton of a certain type of Sufism was becoming fashionable; to build a whole 
series of [lodges] around the country; and to publish a large quantity of Ni'ma.-Allahi literature in
cluding many of his own writings." Cf. MlR-HOSSEINl's (1994. (2); 214) account of the Ahl-e Haqq 
who went through similar modernising developments. Besides doctrine, the Ahl-e Haqq seem to have 
differed from the Zo'r-Reyasateyn mainly in the middle-class, as opposed to upper-class, affiliation 

NURBAKHSH considered himself as "one of the first Sufi authorities to be well versed at once 
in the traditional science of the soul and modern psychiatry" (1991: 157). 
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sibly this very attraction that brought foreigners to the order as well.14 About a dozen 

of them travelled to Iran to see the spiritual homeland of their newly found, mystic 

faith, to go around the country to visit lodges, and see the main lodge in Tehran. 

The order developed as the membership structure changed. Its ranks had been fil

led by elderly people, "many of whom were illiterate and did not see the use in rea

ding," the Telirani Sufi said. From the late 1950s, book collecting and publishing star

ted, which, according to the Master, resulted in "one of the largest collections of an

cient manuscripts [...] on Islamic mysticism in Iran."15 As Nurbakhsh now headed 

many branches in Iran and abroad, his prolific writings gained in importance, in ad

dition to his presence in person, or mediated by his holafa3. In his writings, the stress 

on Islam became less pronounced. While the earliest publication strikes one as fairly 

traditional, later practices and references to Islam have an ambivalent, which is to say 

ecumenical sound to them.16 When the revolution came, the Zo'r-Reyasateyn had not 

only physically (geographically) but also spiritually, become an international order.17 

14 "Under Dr Nurbakhsh, this branch of the order has undergone a vigorous expansion with several 
new khdnagdhs built in Iran and, taking advantage of the interest in Sufism in the West, an expansion 
of the order to England and the USA" (MOMEN, 1985: 214). 

" NURBAKHSH, 1991: 157; LEWISOHN, 1998: 459. Contacts were reported between Nurbakhsh 
and Seyyed Hoseyn Nasr (who was held to still regularly visit the London lodge wheneven he came 
around), and Henry Corbin is also reported to have regularly visited the order in the 1970s. 

16 Golzar-e Mimes from the late 1940s is a traditional composition (highly valued by non-Zo'r-Re-
yasateyn Ne'matollahls as well), in honour of Nurbakhsh's master. Three decades later, a statement 
by Nurbakhsh still looked traditional: "since a sufi must be a Moslem, whoever claims to be a sufi 
without being a Moslem, makes a false claim" (1978: 107). However, GRAMLICH cited a sheikh (be
fore the revolution) who stated there were no preconditions whatsoever for an adult's entrance, which 
contrasted sharply with even the Safï'alïsahï Consultancy Council's demand for monotheism (1981: 
74). In a 1991 summary of the Ne'matollahi order - that says curiously little about Nurbakhsh's 
immediate forebears, while earlier qotbs are expounded upon (<SALEH<ALÏSAH>, 1375/1996: 433, 
mentioned a rupture) - Nurbakhsh only once referred to the meaning of Islam for him, which puts in 
doubt the extent to which he still conceived of Sufism as intrinsically Islamic. Ecumenicalism stood 
out: "Any propagation of Sufism should aim at the reality of Islam so that an attitude of love may be 
generated capable of unifying followers of divergent faiths" [my emphasis] (1991: 158). My first im
pression of Zo'r-Reyasateyn ecumenicalism derived from visiting the London hdnaqdh in 1996 and 
reading the magazine Sufi, both of which addressed international audiences interested in spiritual pro
gress in a broad sense. This corresponded to a reproach against Nurbakhsh by an enemy of Sufism: 
"Yd 'All madad [Oh 'AIT Saviour, a general Shi'ite formula] was changed into Yd haqq [Oh Ultimate 
Reality/God, a specific Sufi formula the ambiguity of which leaves for many interpretations] [...] in 
order for him to be accepted by non-Islamic masses as well" [my insertions] (<SALEH'AÜSAH>, 1375 
/1996: 398-9). The Zo'r-Reyasateyn, it is not exaggerated to state, were a 'weststruck' part of Iranian 
society. Idries Shah's international Sufi Movement featured a similar ecumenicalism - in his case par
ticularly concerning Sufism and Freemasonry, which, he said, were basically the same (1964: 206-7). 

17 LEWISOHN'S (1998: 439) interpretation of Zo'r-Reyasateyn history stated that "Persian Sufis -
the [Zo'r-Reyasateyn] branch of the Ni'matullahiyya in particular - have often [...] aligned themselves 
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After the revolution, "the Islamic authorities invited [Nurbakhsh] to pledge allegi

ance to Imam Khomeyni in order to demonstrate that there was no political ambigui

ty between the Ne'matollahï order and the new government."18 Nurbakhsh, however, 

had decided to flee and emigrated to the United States, where he founded a new se

ries of lodges.19 In 1983, he settled in London, which became the new headquarters. 

Four British members were subsequently appointed deputies.20 A basis abroad had 

now become a necessity, because of Nurbakhsh's public hostility to the Islamic 

Republic: "Several invitations [...] asking him to come back to Iran, have met with 

[his] irrevocable ironic reply: 'I will return on the day when you can guarantee that 

I can insult Khomeyni with impunity [„.]."»' According to a Tehrani affiliate, twenty-

five lodges were closed down after the revolution, and the orders' publications were 

prohibited.22 In 1996, the centre in London stated that the main Tehrani hanaqah had 

been closed down as well.23 However, "during the 1990s, Nurbakhsh has [...] written 

monographs in Persian on individual classical Sufi masters [...], which were 

published in Tehran and almost immediately sold out."24 Whatever happened in the 

revolutionary fervour and the nearly two decades that followed it, Sufi spiritual ses

sions continued in 1997, and Nurbakhsh's publications were quite readily available. 

with advocates of secular liberalism and modernization." As regards the late twentieth century how
ever, eV1dence for such a statement is lacking. The Zo'r-Reyasateyn were ecumenical and modern 
but neither in touch with religious, nor secular (including liberal) opposition to the late Pahlavi state 

18 RICHARD: "The insistence of the authorities led Nurbakhsh, who was anxious above all things 
to preserve his freedom, to go into exile" (1995: 51-2). Cf. MlR-HOSSElNI's account (1994, (2): 212) 
of the international attractions on exile Iranians of a modernist group in the Ahl-e Haqq 

15 LEWISOHN, 1998:460. 
211 Cf. HoMAYUNi, 1371/1992: 236. 
21 RICHARD, 1995:51-2. 
22 HASÜRI stated that "disputed lodges [were] confiscated" (1375/1997: 8). In an interview 

(04/16/97), he could not confirm this confiscation concerned Zo'r-Reyasateyn lodges According to 
the leader of the Zahablya order, Dr. Gan|awiyan, no ZahabI lodges have been confiscated by the 
Islamic Republic, and its publications have continued (LEWISOHN, 1999: 48). 

23 Visit/interview 'All-Reö Nürbahs, 04/16/96. 
" LEWISOHN (1998: 460). A Tehrani affiliate was uninhibited in writing for the international Sufi 

Although the "publication of new works and reprinting of old works on Sufism under the Ni'matuIlahT 
impnnt has been banned since 1995 by the Ministry of Islamic Guidance" (op. cit., p. 461) it is 
equally true that "the Ni'matullahï master's writings, which had been reprinted in 1994, were still avai
lable [in 1996] in bookstores" (op. cit., p. 461). Soltan'alisahl books have, reportedly, been taken out 
of stock a few years ago, and are only now, with the current regime changes, reprinted (conversation 
07/03/97). Critical editions and literary reviews of classical Sufi literature did continue as is seen for 
instance, in Name-ye farhangestSn, 2, (1), 1375/1996. In 1985. a new edition of the Ahl-e Haqq trea
tise Haqq oi-haqayeh came out in Tehran (MlR-HOSSEINl. 1994, (2): 214) LEWISOHN (1998- 461) 
mentioned there are to this day some 60 Zo'r-Reyasateyn lodges, 'the lights of which remain still lit' 
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Except for literary mysticism, certain kinds of (popular) Sufi piety survived without 

an effort because of their seamless fit to Shi'ite (popular) religiosity - self-flagel

lation, Fatima-worship, dream-visitations by Imams, etc.25 The Haksar were not ble

mished by a reputation for royal relations. In the outskirts of Tehran I met with CA1I, 

a Haksari who had ostentatiously filled his little antique shop with Sufi paraphernalia 

- no attempt had been made to conceal them. A private Haksar lodge, in a garage, was 

filled with what critics would lament as 'Sufi idols', but here, they included pictures 

of the Leader and Imam Khomeyni. "The Haksar are the only legitimate Sufis," its 

chairman said, proudly, and related of the lawful wonders of Ayatollah Borügerdï. 

On Imam 'All's birthday, a Sufi 'ceremony of the divine revelation' (hafat-e 

efitfollah) was organised in this neighbourhood, which, except for some real 'Sufi 

idols', was indistinguishable from any other signs of Shicite religiosity in the city. 26 

However, the Zo'r-Reyasateyn - who have successfully managed to portray their 

branch in the West as the one and only Ne'matollahl order27 - were internationalised 

when the revolution came, and consequently, the margins of republican Islam proved 

too tight for them. While the Islamic Republic's invitations of Nurbakhsh indicated 

a certain preparedness for coexistence, he narrated Sufism's fate as state oppression 

that one must escape. But the other Necmatollahïs were predominantly Iranian, physi

cally and spiritually, and their fate has been different. Many Iranian Sufis did pledge 

their allegiance to the new order, and one ought therefore - beyond the plain and pre

valent narrative of repression and resistance - to explore Sufism's accommodation.28 

There has been official legitimisation from the Howze-ye 'Elmïye-ye Qomm: "Question: Does 
the matter of the 'evil eye', current among women, contain truth, like if they say this or that person 
was struck by the evil eye? Answer: The evil eye is a reality" (Pasdar-e eslami, 1375/1997, 178: 44). 

Congregation, 11/23/96. To underscore respectability, one Sufi referred to his group as Haksa-
rT-NecmatolIahI. Initiation into the four main Haksar groups has meant co-membership in the Ahl-e 
Haqq, whose fate was reportedly less fortunate. In Tehran (and probably urban areas in general), it 
meant spiritual affiliation and the extension of a highly valued title (cf. CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 
491). The Ahl-e Haqq were historically reproached for being 'deifiers of'All' ('AlFilahl), and they 
were held to feel God manifested himself in the Ahl-e Haqq leader Soltan Eshaq (CAHARDAHI, 
1370/1991: 36). They have been organised in 'houses', that according to CAHARDAHI (1370/1991: 
35) numbered 12 in 1991. The Ahl-e Haqq singer Parlsa (reportedly a pupil of <Safwad>), who per
formed for women's audiences, has been forbidden to record her music in the Islamic Republic. This 
fate has been shared by many other female singers, such as <Marziye> (cf. The Economist, 04/01/95). 

r This has been contested by many. A Soltan'alisahi protested Nurbakhsh's biased presentation 
during a SOAS congress on historical Persianate Sufism in May 1997 (conversation, 07/03/97). 

a ORTNER (1995) criticised dichotomous models of repression and resistance such as SCOTT'S 
(1990), both as an unsatisfactory theoretical predisposition and as 'ethnographic refusal'. 
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The Soltan calïsahï order 

(5) Hagg Soltanhoseyn Tabande <Reza<alïsah> 

While Reza'alisah's brother (NOfalft Tabande reportedly "aided the revolutionaries 

in Tehran",29 the situation in the order's centre in Bidokht, Khorasan, had become 

very tense because of revolutionary agitation against the Sufis. Alleged royal and 

regime connections were and are contested. A contemporary, defamatory pamphlet 

claimed: "An evil [...] man such as Lieutenant General Ne'matollah Nasirl, head of 

the Security Organisation during the era of Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi [...] 

belonged to a Sufi [...] family, and he himself too claimed to be a Sufi [...] and he was 

allied to the Gonabadï line."30 A local mollah wrote: "The revolutionary Muslim 

people of Gonabad became very anxious from the demonstrations of allegiance to the 

Shah by the club-bearing dervishes, and in the end, on the day of Moharram 12 [two 

days after 'ASiira, December 2, 1979] they got into their cars with the aim of sma

shing up the Sufis." This was allegedly averted on the mollah's intercession - despite 

his being a self-proclaimed enemy of Sufism - and as a result, he observed with 

satisfaction, "some of the Sufis became remorseful and turned over to the clergy."31 

Later on, Rezacallsah was brought before a revolutionary tribunal in Bidokht, on 

the basis of unclear charges. Preventing victimisation by revolutionary justice, how

ever, a decree issued by the Judicial High Court in Tehran, "which was based upon 

Reza'alïsah's absolution by Imam Khomeyni", set him free.32 Apparently, even ene

mies admit, Imam Khomeyni (or those who spoke in his authority) stood up for 

Reza'alïsah, whom the Imam had probably met with somewhat earlier (see chapter 4). 

On March 31, 1979, immediately after the victory of the Iranian Revolution, 

Rezacallsah had returned from a trip to Mashhad to settle in Tehran for a few months. 

In between medical treatments for his deteriorated condition, he had also managed 

to meet with various Sources of Emulation.33 After recuperation, Rezacallsah again 

made a number of travels,34 some for medical treatment, which took over five 

months, and he returned to Tehran on March 20, 1980. He made cautiously clear that 

MMADAN[, 1376/1998: 159. 

» <SALEH-ALISAH,, 1375/1996: 215-16. In 1977, the Shah sacked him in a human rights gesture. 
"MADANI, 1376/1998: 155-56. 
,2MADANI, 1376/1998: 162-63. 
" See <MAHBÜB'ALÏSAH., 1368/1989: 81. 
» AZMAYES. 1372/1993: 14. Destinations included Paris, Cologne and Hyderabad. 
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these and other travels were not a pretext for flight from Iran, as is seen in a 

reverential advertisement, which he published in the most respectable national 

newspaper, EttetiFat?5 Hereafter, he would reside permanently in Tehran, both 

because of repeated requests by the foqara in the capital and because of protracted 

hostilities by the local population in Bidokht.16 However, before his return, in his 

absence, an event had occurred in Tehran that profoundly impressed the SoltancalI-

sahl order. This is how Rezacallsah's son, his successor <MahbQbcalIsah>, narrated it: 

[...] in the night of cASürd" in the year 1400Q (Azar 9, 1358) [November 30, 
1979], after the closing of the 'azadarl gathering.38 in about the middle of' the 
night, just as [happened to] the tents of Hoseyn,39 the Hoseyniya Amir 
Soleymani in Tehran became involved in a heavy fire, which caused the 
complete destruction of the building, as well as its equipment and furniture. 
During that time, in which my noble father was abroad for medical treatment, 
he, after hearing of this calamity, and expressing much grief, ordered for the 
'azadarl ceremonies not to be stopped under any condition and to continue them 
in the adjacent house. In the same way, he ordered: 'prepare the ground of the 
Hoseyniya for reconstruction from tomorrow proper, and in case financial 
possibilities will not be found, I will, if possible, sell my own house [....] so that 
assistance will come in the expenditure' [insertions mine].40 

55 "Oh God! 121. Taking leave. In the name of God [....] We hereby ask the honorable presence 
of the great and revered ayatollah ol-'ozma Khomeyni [...] for permission to embark on a short fo
reign journey, because of the agony of finding my heart in a non-tranquil state, because of rheuma
tism and other ailings, and we would by these means like to say goodbye to the high-placed gentlemen 
of the 'olama and the great clergy who display gratitude with respect to poverty, and to the honoured 
friends and noble brothers, and we ask of God for all of them good health and prosperity and we hope 
that the brothers in faith will accomplish the realisation of the duties of the Sari'a and the work in 
stipulations of religion [...] and constant development of the truly Islamic revolution. And greetings 
to the highest ones and to God's pious servants of'Ali, Faqlr Soltanhoseyn Tabande Gonabadi. Rabi' 
al-awwal29, 1401, Bahman 16, 1359" [February 5, 1981] (in HOMAYONI, 1371/1992:222). 

56 This reason is unofficial. An enemy of Sufism malignantly related an opposite version: "[The 
Sufis] were on the lookout [...] in Bidokht to check on any car coming in, for portraits of Imam Kho
meyni. When they found portraits, they smashed the windows of the car" (MADANÏ, 1376/1998: 155). 

" 'ASüra is the tenth day in the month of Moharram on which Hoseyn's martyrdom is mourned. 
" 'Azadarl gatherings in general are mourning sessions for deceased persons, and more in 

particular mourning sessions commemorating the martyrdom of Shi'ite notables and the imams. 
39 'The tents of Hoseyn' refers to fire set to Imam Hoseyn's military camp outside Karbala in 680, 

by the troops of Yazld, after which the political cause of Shi'ism was lost for centuries. See the 
sections on the Safi'alisahi order in this and the next chapters for their religious, Sufi significance. 

*' <MAHBÜB'ALÏSAH>. 1368/1989: 120 (note), cf. op. cit., p. 81: "in the night of 'Aïüra in the year 
1400Q [1979] the Hoseyniya Amir Soleymani in Tehran became involved in an arson attack, and as 
[<Rezacalisah>'s] biography will later show, he allowed for no delay whatsoever in the procession of 
the 'azadarl ceremonies [...], and he ordered the sessions to be continued [...]." 
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From the time that Reza'alïsah took up his permanent residence in Tehran, he would 

be fully occupied by his daily activities, which included first of all overseeing the 

reconstruction of the Hoseynlya Soleymanï. Furthermore, he presided over Sunday 

and Thursday evening and Friday morning sessions, and 'azadarï gatherings in the 

second lodge in the capital, the Hoseynlya Ha'erL The gatherings were shifted back 

to the Hoseynlya Amir Soleymanï after its reconstruction. The new building, which 

included a semi-public library that contains 12.000 books in many languages, was 

completed on July 12, 1982, and it was opened on November 7 the same year.41 

The calamity of fire set to the convent has been dealt with by Soltan'allsahl 

notables with an overall silence. If they are pressed to the point, one will hear them 

evasively declare that it was "the work of ignorant enemies of Sufism,"42 and refuse 

to be any more specific. Angry silence, as a token of avoidance or communication 

breakdown (qahr), is a recorded repertoire in Iranian ways of conflict resolution, 

which is held to clear the field for third-party mediation.43 Such mediation to have 

taken place, is suggested in a complementary scenario of co-optation: a widespread 

rumour claims the order has received 40 million nlman from the government after the 

fire, in return for silence about the event.44 Although I have been unable to ascertain 

the real course of events, the fact that Soltan'allsahl silence was melancholic in re

signation, deliberately not angry, excludes the reading that has the rhetoric of silence, 

in any power context, as a token of resistance.45 Whether or not mediation has taken 

place, silence here served accommodation. This reading is supported by the order's 

external activities in the Islamic Republic, which it tried to convert into a home.46 

41 AZMAYES, 1372/1993: 37. There is an extensive description of the building's religious archi
tecture and decoration in HAVAT-E TAHRIRIYE-YE KETABHANE-YE AMIR SOLEYMANÏ, 1367/1988 

«AZMAYES soberly remarked: "it is often said that it was a premeditated attack from the side of 
the prejudiced and the enemies" (1371/1992: 14). A Tehrani resident unrelated to the order but aware 
of the above events interpreted this verbal caution as a case of 'dissimulation' (taqixa) (conversation 
10/20/96). His story is plausible as one of the order's librarians lied to me about the real course of the 
event in asserting that it occurred somewhere during the Pahlavi era (conversation 11/19/96) 

43 ASSADI, 1982: 203. 
44 Interview Safi'alïsahï Sufi, 05/01/97. 
43 GAL (1995: 419) rightly stressed, in a critique of SCOTT'S exploration of covert forms of 

resistance (1990), that "silence can be as much a strategy of power as of weakness, depending on the 
ideological understandings and contexts within which it is used." 

4 ' ALGAR ("Ni'mat-Allahiyya", Encyclopaedia of Islam) rightly observed of the Gonabadi Sufis 
that "they have been for several decades the largest single group of Ni'mat-AIlahi descent in Iran" 
and that "it is no doubt because of the sober, tari'a-oriented nature of their Sufism that they have been 
able to retain this position even after the establishment of the Islamic Republic." 
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The double mission of social and religious integration, successfully accomplished in 

the Pahlavi period but now under renewed strain, was to be re-established. A new 

state context for religion had come to the fore in revolutionary definitions of Shicism, 

in which "rituals such as namaz-e jama'at (the congressional prayer) [were] 

reinterpreted as forums for expressing political solidarity of the Muslims."47After the 

revolution, it was observed that "lifecycle rituals provided mediums for the new 

messages. Funerals of village martyrs were turned into propaganda rallies, and at 

weddings girls chanted slogans like, 'Death to the opponents of welayat-e faqih'."48 

Analogous to these generic changes and in line with the Soltancalïsahïs' previous 

cultivation of clerical proximity, Rezacallsah now, in 1979, publicly announced 

mourning ceremonies in the lodge on behalf of Ayatollah Taleqani "who spent his 

life struggling in the way of Islam" and on behalf of Ayatollah Motahhari, who had 

obtained 'martyrdom' in the struggle with the (Pahlavi) 'regime of oppressors'.49 Far 

from making Sufism into a 'resistive space', these performances, in which one could 

observe that "through mimesis [...] the disadvantaged appropriate the power of the 

[...] dominant classes and make it their own", enhanced a public respectability.50 

From the second half of the 1980s, Rezacallsah's health deteriorated to such an ex

tent that he was forced to spend most of his time at home. The foqara came to visit 

in between his morning activities, which included responding to the abundance of 

mail from Iran and abroad that he daily received, and his afternoon activities that in

cluded labouring on his last treatise. Rumours circulated in foreign countries of the 

Soltancalïsahïs' persecution in the Islamic Republic, but Rezacalisah never gave up 

the stoical appearance that was so helpful in Sufism's socio-religious reintegration.51 

4"ALINEJAD, 1998: 11. 

«LOEFFLER, 1988:226. 
« Texts in HOMAYÜNI, 1371/1992: 221-2 (from Enela'at). The openness during the commemora

tions contrasted to the silence on anything that had to do with initiation, and the workings of the inner 
organisation. When I informed after organisational aspects of the order, such as its conspicuous real 
estate (among which a public hospital), my question was cut short by the leader's remark that "all of 
this is non-essential" (interview (Magzüb'alïsah), 05/07/97). He did admit the secrecy (with regard 
to initiation) and stated that it had to do with protection against the enemies. "If you'd ask the inventor 
of nougat what his invention consists of, he will not tell you. But you could experience the invention 
by tasting it." I came across this gnostic truth many times, as when the 'teacher of 'erfan <Ostad Bina> 
- who had tirelessly attempted to instil the basic principles of mysticism in me - was scorned for this 
by a critic: "He who finds a treasure, does not spread the word around" (interview, 06/19/97). 

50 WERBNER and BASU (1998: 8), citing Taussig and Stoller. and relating them to Sufism. 
51 Perhaps - but I have no evidence for this claim - the fact that Soltan'alisahis have been referred 
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The Iran-Iraq war represented agony and horror for Sufis as much as for other 

Iranians, but it also provided an occasion for the acquisition of legitimacy. In March 

1988, near the end, Tehran was exposed to the Iraqis' shelling of the civilian 

population. Iranianness was now at stake, more so than in the revolutionary heyday 

with the exclusive stress on political Islam, and the qotb contributed to the aid of the 

victims. Looking back at eight years of cruel war, a Soltan'alïsahï Sufi related with 

unconcealed pride that "Reza-allsah was among the very generous few in the religi

ous community."52 Sufis had not been exempted from the general mobilisation, and 

consequently, Reza'allsah could solemnly - and publicly - reflect that "the foqara of 

the [Soltan'allsahï] order are aware that a number from their ranks have become mar

tyrs in the way of God and on the war front and soul to soul they have suffered."53 

Van der Veer writes of religious nationalism that "it is the control over religious 

centres as material embodiments of beliefs and practices" that is crucial.54 The 

control over their houses of worship - Reza'akWs primary pulpit - has been crucial, 

too, in Soltan<alI§ahI performances of religious nationalism. However, Soltan'alïsahï 

houses of worship largely defy the premise of carrying any particular significance as 

'embodiments of beliefs and practices', other than those of mainstream, Shi'ite Islam. 

Reza'alKah did not resort to aliases in order to conceil mystic affiliations, but when 

he spoke in public, he spoke as a Shrtte Muslim, addressing Shi'ite audiences. These 

facts are indicative of a rather complex economy of meaning, in which religious 

nationalism is only one element and in which Sufi identity is maintained through its 

dissimulation. The Tehrani lodge being termed hoseymya, 'House of Hosayn' instead 

of hdnaqdh,55 defuses conceptualisations of the centre in opposition to the mosque. 

to as foqara. 'poor ones' (contrary to the Safï'allsahïs), has also aided the order in maintaining itself 
in the Islamic Republic. In the first years after the revolution, a left-wing rhetoric that juxtaposed 'the 
poor and the rich (§arwat-mandan) was dominant in the state ideology (see ABRAHAMIAN 1993-
26). Some Gonabadis were reportedly put in jail (various conversations; LEWISOHN 1998- 452) 

* Interview, 12/10/96. Differently affiliated Sufis (especially Safl'alSahls), commenting on the 
legend, fervently dented any such charitas. As is common in mutual denunciations, they accused 
<Keza<ahsah>, instead, of accepting money from the Sufis and thus being an immoral person 

» ID! HOMAYONI, 1371/1992: 222. Similarly, the Ahl-e Haqq leader Sayyed Nasreddin "per
sonally headed an Ahl-e Haqq militia, fighting side by side with the state-organized baslj [ ] to guard 
the only sector of the frontier that the Iraqi army failed to penetrate" (MIR-HOSSEINI 1994 (?)• 224) 

34 VAN DER VEER, 1994: 11. ' 

" Although hanaqah is inscribed on the SaffaliSahi lodge, its Sufis hardly ever use the word 
NURBAKHSH is the only Ne'matollahi leader who uses it without an apology, and his order's 
publishing house is still named EnteSarat-e Hanqah-c NCmatollahi. The Zahabiya were particularly 
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In mass meetings, its spatial significance is downplayed for the foqara, who are ad

monished that "the house of God is in man's heart."56 It has been as crucial for religi

ous nationalism as for any other Soltan'allsahl performance, to be staged from a pur

ged religious centre. This, in turn, defined a major premise of lasting control over it.57 

In March 1989, three years before his passing away, Rezacallsah made the contrary 

circumstances of wartime agony the topic of his speech in a gathering in the neutral 

Hoseymya, on the occasion of the national, Iranian, Persian New Year (nowrüz): 

Last year was among the worst this country has seen. The people were exposed 
to missiles and the friends and the foqara, from close by and far off, invited me: 
from Khorasan, from the North, Dubai, and Zahedan. But I said I will not move 
from among the friends and the foqara. In joy I was with them, in difficulty I 
will also remain, until God removes this blight. We have no remedy but to turn 
to God. Even if we do not get an answer, we have no other place to go. We must 
knock on that very door, knock that door to such an extent that in the end a head 
will appear from that door [....] Last year was the most calamitous year for this 
country [....] EnS&llah may God, from his mercy, absolve our land.58 

sensitive to public naming. After the revolution, their lodge in the South of Tehran was renamed 
Hoseymya Ahmadiya. When I first looked for it, I was told there were no hanaqahs in this 
neighbourhood. When I mentioned the Zahabiya. someone immediately took me to the hoseymya. The 
significance of hoseymya is its reference to Imam Hoseyn, the most loaded symbol of politicised, 
militant Shicite religiosity, and its neutralising value, as many Shi'ite buildings are called hoseymya 
too. When a mosque is called hoseymya, this theoretically invites believers to conceive of it as a 
signpost in holy war (although on September 17, 1996 (Ettela'at, Azar 27), Rafsanjani surprisingly 
referred to mosques as an 'esoterical decoration for the seekers of truth'). Shi'ite Sufism reserves a 
special reverence for the first Imam, and it is often heard from them that the hanaqah is the Place of 
Worship for Imam 'All. It is not predominantly the political history of the Imam's defeat by Mo'awiya. 
but his gnostic wisdom that constitutes the Imam as an object of Sufi worship. But whether or not 
Shi'ite Sufis manage to convince others of their reading of hanaqah, it does not have a clearly 
circumscribed Islamic meaning. There were constant worries in Iran with respect to declining atten
dance to Iran's estimated 70.000 mosques (According to Iran News, 06/04/97, there were about 2.000 
mosques in Tehran in 1997). One of the reasons was the existence of'unlawful mosques', "attendance 
to which equals heresy", and the hypocritical leaders of which "scared off the 'orafa and the faithful 
(mo'men) youth" ('ARABI-NEZAD, 1375/1996). These allusions most probably refer to hanaqahs. 

56 Usually, mosques are considered God's House (Ettela'at. Aban 15, 1375/November 5, 1996). 
57 Here, again, there is a parallel with the Ahl-e Haqq. "During the last stages of the Iran-Iraq war, 

the takiya [lodge, in Tutshami] housed and fed the fleeing Iranian soldiers, although the Ahl-i Haqq 
at the time were under pressure from the authorities" (MlR-HOSSEINI, 1994, (1); 283). 

5" In <MAHBÜB<ALÏSAH>, 1368/1989: 83 (note). What makes for a major difference in the Indian 
circumstances as described by Van der Veer and Sufi religious nationalism, is the nature of the politi
cal arena in which religious nationalism is staged. While in India two large communities are involved, 
here the 'contest' is between a rather marginal group and the state. Nowrüz had been used as a symbol 
of opposition against the Shah. In March 1963. Khomeyni called fora boycott of nowrüz in protest 
of the Shah's land reforms. The celebration was out of favour shortly after the revolution, but by the 
time of <Reza'alisah>'s speech it had regained its status as a national, and revolutionary symbol. 
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The SafFalïsahl order 

In 1982/3, it was written of the SafTalïsahï order that "actually, this selsele has now 

been destroyed, and its shrine is now a place where the Qur>an is read for the dead."59 

Neither part of the observation being entirely accurate, one suspects the observed 

decline to derive mainly from the revolutionary narrative that builds on the state 

persecution of Freemasonry - which had fused with Sufism in the Safi'alïsahï order. 

A Sufi in Safi<alïsah's lodge related that "during the revolution, a heavy conflict 

evolved between the new revolutionary leaders and the Consultancy Council, because 

Freemasonry became a target", and that "consequently, the Council's leadership fled 

the country."60 So, allegedly, did the surviving family of SafFalïsah. The former hatib 

of Saffalïsah's lodge, Sabzvari, was well related to the Society of Brotherhood, and 

some relation to the Shah was attributed to him. After the revolution, he for obvious 

reasons did not return to the lodge, reportedly became blind and died.61 Officer Nesat, 

a nephew of Saficallsah's granddaughter and a member of the Shah's royal guard, was 

executed.62 A Sufi recollected of the revolutionary times that "beards were set on 

fire", and that until recently, people repeatedly threw firecrackers and other burning 

objects into the yard. Every now and then, self-proclaimed guardians of Islamic 

purity would make a provocative appearance.63 But none of Safi'allsah's family, nor 

; , 'CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 183. 

"• In the heyday of the revolution many 'findings' concerning Freemasonry were published in the 
national newspapers. A typical title for such an article would be 'Dismantling of four Freemasonry 
lodges in Shiraz' (Ettela'at, Farwardin 20, 1358/April 9, 1979). Although if anything these articles 
prove that very little was found, they reverberate in Persian secondary literature as 'evidence' (cf. CA-
HARDAHI, 1361/1982-3). "Between the time of the establishment of the Grand Lodge of Iran (1969) 
and the Islamic Revolution there were 44 subordinate lodges in Iran" (communication 02/16/99 via 
the Supreme Council of the Northern Masonic Jurisdiction of the United States of America) 

<" Interview current hatib, 02/09/97. Sabzvari had reportedly left not only because of former ties 
but also because of the lodge's occupation. The new, prresent-day hatib referred to him respectfully 
"Sabzvari was very large, I am very small." The poisonous claim of proximity to the Pahlavi regime 
(cf. HASURI, 1375/1997: 8) also extended to the Oweysl order, that is generally held to have suffered 
from persecution. It is now led from the United States. A similar (hi)story, but less dramatic, applies 
to HomayOnï's Malekniya and Gangawiyan's Zahablya orders. Both leaders fled to England (cf 
CAHARDAHI, 1361/1982-3: 291). In 1996-1997, however, the Zahablya still had large buildings in 
working order as lodges, administrative centres and libraries, in the South of Tehran and in Shiraz 

62 Interview Safï'alïsahï sheikh, 05/19/97. 

«Interview Safi'alisahi Sufi, 12/05/96. The Leader of the Islamic Republic once remarked shortly 
before an intellectual was beaten up by self-proclaimed guardians of Islamic purity: "There is a limit 
to Islamic friendliness." No such warning was ever issued against Sufism. but several Sufis have - be
yond accommodation - obviously crossed the 'limit to Islamic friendliness' during and after the revo
lution. The Ne'matollahis tend to avoid the subject, but nevertheless related of quite some harassment 
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other Safi'allsahl Sufis are known to have been killed because of their being Sufis. 

The SafTalIsahïs could not hope to retain the control over their lodge, like the 

SoltancalIsahIs had after the fire, as it was immediately, "one night after the victory 

of the revolution" (Bahman 24, 1357/February 13, 1979), raided by the 'Committee 

of Black-dressed People' (Komïte-ye siyah-püsan). The Committee was one of the 

revolutionary ad-hoc organisations that had taken control in the streets. Safïcalïsahl 

Sufis said that Daryüs ForOhar led it: an old-time political broker, and a member of 

the National Front (Gebhe-ye melli) who was to become the Minister of Labour in 

Bazargan's provisional government.64 "How did all this happen?" I asked. "They 

came in armed with rifles, and [just] took over the hanaqah", my interviewee respon

ded in resignation. "How was all this dealt with by the Sufis?" Smiling, the eye

witness explained that "the Sufis responded by preparing them a meal. They stayed 

for only a few days, but then, their departure was followed by the entrance of another 

group, the Committee of Waliyabad." Sergeants of the Air Force took part in the Wa

liyabad Committee, which took its name from one of the appropriated houses of 

SAVAK in Waliyabad Street in which they had settled.65 They had allegedly refused 

orders to use their helicopters and shoot demonstrators, they so resisted the ancien 

régime and they took their 'directions' from the ayatollah Sayyed Mahmüd Taïeqanï. 

The Waliyabad Committee made use of the lodge's kitchen to prepare food for its 

guards. But as "the committee came to rob, being after its carpets and gold," Sufis 

also realised that "there were no political reasons." 'Big money' was made in the 

lodge, which was the produce of the mourning sessions in the Salon. Some resisted 

the proceedings. Asked as to what their action had consisted of, the eyewitness pon

dered and came up with 'tactical resistance', which resulted in the removal of rebel-

M Interviews Safi'allsahi Sufis, 03/09/97; 05/19/97, cf. Iran Almanac 1969. ForQhar was a leader 
of one Pan-Iranist Party that supported Mosaddeq, and after 1953 continued activities of the National 
Front in secret. He was imprisoned for the second time in 1965 (op. cit., p. 151). He became Minister 
of Labour under Bazargan, but distanced himself from the National Front when it increasingly 
criticised clerical rule (RAHNEMA and NOM ANI, 1990: 200). After leaving Iran, he nevertheless spoke 
for the opposition Party of the People of Iran in Paris (Echo of Iran, 50, March 1992). On November 
22, 1998 he was stabbed to death in his home in Tehran, which provoked an international outcry. 

65 A clash between differently affiliated airforce officers took place on February 10, 1979 at an 
airforce-training base in Tehran, which was the beginning of the army's final disintegration (RAHNE-
MA and NOMANI, 1990: 16). I am not sure if, but think it likely that my SafTalïsahï informant refer
red to this particular event. Nowadays the house in question is reportedly a centre of the Association 
of Militant Clergy (MJM), a very important faction in the Islamic Republic. Another obscure shred 
in the story held the Siyah-puSan to have been a 'homebase' of sorts for the Waliyabad committee. 
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lious Sufis from the lodge.66 But in the course of time, the Committee of Waliyabad 

disappeared too; it "dissolved like sugar in the tea.'-67 The lodge had by then been un

der occupation for nearly a year, and the zekr-sessions had been in suspension. Final

ly, after the invasion of revolutionary committees and before 1983, when the Tüdeh 

party was largely eliminated, "there was an infiltration attempt by Todeh-commu-

nists, in order to establish a basis." But this event too was short-lived in its effects, 

as a new order would be established on different grounds in the lodge of SafTalïsah. 

The Board of Trustees 

An informal group within the Saffalïsahï order for long opposed to the Freemasonry 

Council, took the upper hand in the shadowy contests for power. They appointed re

presentatives from their ranks, who reorganised the religious sessions after the disap

pearance of the Waliyabad Committee. The new leadership consisted of a council that 

contained (at least) two members of the order and one member of the Organisation 

for Religious Endowments (Sdzeman-e owqaf). It was said to offer an 'annual re

port' and it paid a ten percent fee of its income (harag) to the Organisation, annually. 

Their leader had gone to see the Sdzeman-e owqaf to make a request for 

registration. The new leadership principally wanted the lodge to be recognised as an 

organisation for certain ceremonies of mourning for deceased persons (marasem-e 

haf), sessions held the third, seventh and fortieth day after the passing away.68 These 

«'There is an alternative (and similarly unverifiable) version as well. According to one SafTalisahi 
Sufi, the Siyah-püSan were related to ForQhar only in name, while their effective leader was 'Fotohf, 
who, being 'a charlatan after the lodge's money' was thrown out by several Sufis (interview, 05/19/97)' 

61 Interview Safï'alisahï Sufi, 03/09/97. 
M Interview, 05/19/97. Depending on mourners' commitment, there are annual repetitions of the 

marasem-e haf, the fortieth one of which (that makes for the Helle) carries special significance. My 
personal observations and the above story, which several Sufis in the lodge confirmed rather contrast 
with some claims by LEWISOHN (1998: 456) that I hold, respectively, unlikely, untrue and misguided: 
"With the triumph of the fundamentalist regime in 1979, the Anjuman-i ukhuwwat was forced to 
change its name to 'Maktab-i 'Alt b. Abi Talib'. Although the actual Khanaqah building in Tehran re
mains in much the same state, the building is used primarily as a mosque, and the dervishes who still 
adhere to this branch of the Ni'matullahiyya seem to have given in to government pressure to partici
pate in formalities unrelated to Sufism." First, 'Maktab-i 'All b. Abi Talib.' referring to Shi'ism in ge
neral, is an unlikely description for any particular Shi'ite grouping. I do know for sure that Sufis who 
claimed they represented the Society of Brotherhood did not refer to their assembly as such. Nor were 
there any other written signs on posters, pamphlets or inscriptions on the lodge - that one would not 
have missed - that pointed to this. Second, <Safi<alïsah>'s hanaqah is not used as a mosque (and neither 
is the lodge of <Zahir od-Dowle>) - though sermons are given, as before the revolution, in advance of 
the zeir-sessions. Thirdly, (SattalBahVs hanaqah was never the Angoman's main centre (while the 
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ceremonies had been - several Sufis indicated - the lodge's major source of income. 

It had been depleted by the Committees, and it was now - as were the convent's other 

material assets - in a judicial limbo. Through registration, the material basis was 

legally restored. Not, however, public appeal. Contrary to the SoltancalIsahI order, 

which enhanced its Sufi reputation from a purged religious centre, the Safïcalïsahl 

order's traditional, Shicite mourning ceremonies were deliberately kept apart -

literally, in their spatial allocation (in the Salon) - from the lodge's Sufi activities. 

Sufi activities included Monday and Thursday night zekr sessions, in the room 

containing the grave of SaiTalisah, adjacent to the Salon. The gatherings would take 

about two hours and were preceded by some sixty minutes of generally Shicite 

sermons in the Salon. These were encapsulated in the larger Sufi event as the 

entrance of affiliates into the lodge, beforehand, went along with ritual, Sufi greeting 

(mosafaha), and before the revolution, too, they had accompanied Sufi gatherings. 

The leaders of the Board of Trustees would mostly be there, informally marking their 

authority through being seated together, occupying a central place (see figure 14) and 

by taking the lead and initiative in oratory and chanting. In addition, there would be 

regular Sufis affiliated to the order before the revolution as well, novices who never 

failed to be present, new visitors with an undefined Sufi affiliation and curious 

passers-by. Average Thursday night sessions would include in between fifty and one 

hundred persons, and no participant could be mistaken as to the centrality of these 

sessions among the activities of the lodge. It was the other, public activities, then, 

which made for the widespread and false opinion that there was no SafTalïsahï order 

anymore. These did nothing, therefore, to improve on Safïcallsahl Sufi legitimacy. 

More strikingly so than the SoltancalIsahIs, the post-revolution Saflcallsahls in 

Tehran were a new order. Many affiliates claimed - and this corresponded to the 

predominant presence of juveniles in the hanaqah - that they had come to the lodge 

of SafTalisah since about fifteen years, which is to say: they did not know the order, 

other than under the new command of the Board of Trustees.69 A general observation 

of Sufism in the Islamic Republic, applied in particular to the SafTaUsahl order: 

actual centres of the Society of Brotherhood have all the signs of Freemasonry intact (see chapter 6)). 
m For some elder affiliates claiming recent affiliation, a rhetorical purpose may be suspected, as 

the post-revolution order is the one dedicated to official, Islamic respectability. I spoke to an old affili
ate in the Tehrani lodge who had left Iran and now returned for a persoanl visit from the United States. 
"This is not Sufism", he said disapprovingly, "with all these celebrations for Hoseyn" (cf. chapter 6). 
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[...] Words are now carried in Iran by people who have recently embarked on 
the path, because the old plrs and morSeds and their representatives have for 
various reasons - such as their maintaining of relations with members of the 
previous royal family, or relations with international societies - either been 
eradicated, or they have moved to settle in other places in the world.™ 

The Board of Trustees had nothing to fear from what remained of the Society of 

Brotherhood, and the centre of gravity in the SafTalïsahï order definitely shifted back 

to the lodge of Safï'alïsah. But within the lodge, the Board was repeatedly con

fronted with dissent, that I hesitate to label 'internal' as it is doubtful if the Board ever 

effectively commanded the SafTalïsahï Sufis in the first place. In a Sufi's somewhat 

flamboyant recollection of these years, it was held that "there were 133 groups."71 

Sheikh Borhan, who claimed the possession of a written authorisation (egaze) by 

the late sheikh Mahmüd Sangesarl to continue his teachings (see figure 8), disagreed 

with the new order. The newly appointed ones themselves claimed that Borhan did 

not have anything like a written permission, but a 'handwriting' (dasthatt) at most, 

of a far more insignificant master (whom I was unable to trace). The struggle against 

Borhan on the part of the Board of Trustees involved a tested repertoire of character 

assassination for heretics. From the point of personal competence, it stressed, Borhan 

was unsuitable to lead any group, and from the point of morality, more effectively, 

he was a failure. The informal leader of the Board of Trustees once related to novices 

of the visit by a woman, full of complaints, who had asked Borhan for help. The 

pretender-sheikh had then accepted a conspicuously decorated ring from her, an act 

anathema to any Sufi ethos. "To ask for money is to destroy [the morality of] one's 

deeds", the leader interpreted, and implied that Borhan was but a miserable thief.72 

7 ÜHASÜRÏ, 1375/1997: 8. 
71 Interview Saffalisahï Sufi, 12/05/97. One of the charismatic pre-revolutionary sheikhs who 

continued to attract a spiritual affiliation was (Manzur'alisah). Stressing the artificial character of the 
Safï'alïsahï Board of Trustees, one of <Manzürtalïsah>'s fans mentioned that "he was a real Sufi." 

72 "We have [...] pointed to the marriage of Shah Ne'matollah's offspring with princes [....] from 
the rule of the Sufis who have [...], in raising the standard of their material wealth, filled their sto
machs [...], we have a complete sufficiency of information. It is not without reason that the axe (ta-
barzin) has become the sign of the Sufis. By what means have the likes of Shah Ne'matollah Wall 
lived up to today? [....] The Sufis of these days [...] try to tell one: If you clear your conscience and 
free yourself from worldly relations, then ultimate truths will become manifest to you. But they them
selves are engaged with means such as investments in trading firms [...], and they even give themsel
ves the right to receive gifts and unpaid sen-ices of the novices (moridan) [...]" [my emphasis] (HASÜ-
Rl, 1375/1997: 6). 'Investments' in combination to an earlier mention of 'the likes of Shah Ne'matoIIah 
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"He accepted money, and they have thrown him out," another Sufi summarised.73 

Borhan resided in a Saficallsahl lodge in Gilan and naturally cherished the inverse 

conception. His egaze - the most important classical argument in claims to spiritual 

authority, whatever its particular worth - favoured the rebel sheikh over the Board of 

Trustees, not any of whose leaders possessed such a document of authorisation. Seen 

through this historical mandate, they were to be considered illegitimate usurpers. 

In amazement of the contrast with the SoltancalIsahIs, I asked an old SafTalïsahl 

master: "What do all these conflicts stem from, why are they here?" He responded, 

in what seemed doctrinal imposition - a legitimisation of contingent disintegration: 

"They are necessary, because through them it appears who is the jewel (gowhar)."14 

For the SoltancalIsahIs, however, this contest was eliminated in advance. Two 

mechanisms in particular, accounted for this: i) initiation (taSarrof) was (among other 

things) conditioned upon recognition of the leader as head of the corafa, who in 

spiritual terms represented the twelfth Imam during his absence, and ii) the 'renewal 

of the covenant' (tagdtd-e ahd), with God, the Imams and with the flock, has been 

one of the most important acts required of a new leader once the old one died.75 

The current SafTalIsahï strife and disintegration, to the contrary, were reflected in 

a paradox. Although the egaze had been a fiercely contested asset, it currently lacked 

a clear definition: "With us, it does not have the strict meaning it has among the Sol-

tan'allsahls. It only generally denotes authorisation to grant advice and instruction," 

an affiliate reflected.76 The lack of an exclusive and unified structure in SafFalïsahl 

spiritual authority, in doctrine as in practice, made for its permanent contestation. 

Several Sufis in the SafTalIsahï lodge in Tehran shared Borhan's claim and felt 

that the sheikh was the lodge's legitimate heir. Others felt that whether or not he 

should be the lodge's one leader, he did have the right, as any qualified and charisma

tic Sufi had, to lead religious sessions. Borhan reportedly derived pleasure from un

announced visits every once in a while, and from a provocative presence during the 

Wall' refers to the Soltan'allsahT order that uniquely engages in real estate investments on some scale 
(interview, 04/16/97). Asked as to his motives, the author stated: "Well, it's obvious I hate the Sufis." 

: ' Interview, 05/01/97. 
74 Conversation, 05/01/97. 
75 Interview <MagzübcalIsah>, 05/07/ 97. From MIR-HOSSEINI'S account (1994, (2): 222, 224) it 

appears that the Ahl-e Haqq were faced with dilemmas to conform and survive after 1979, similar to 
those of the Soltan'alisahls, which similarly accounted for explicit leadership among the Ahl-e Haqq. 

76 Conversation, 05/01/97. 
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zekr. The sheikh from Gilan was an untamed challenge for the Board of Trustees.77 

An ousted sheikh named Wall DorostI resided at the foot of the Damavand 

mountain in northern Tehran, at a comfortable distance from the lodge. Nowadays, 

DorostI was conducting Sufism 'from his own', which is to say: he did not follow 

another sheikh, and he represented the starting point of a new spiritual genealogy, 

much like the Oweysl sheikhs who stressed the individual master-pupil relationship. 

The Board of Trustees dealt with DorostI as it had dealt with Borhan. In response, 

DorostI - who at my instigation confirmed he possessed an egaze by sheikh MahmOd 

Sangesarl, but contrary to Borhan made no legitimising point of it - mentioned ano

ther classical argument undermining the legitimacy of the Board. As the Sufi's need 

for an insightful Spiritual Leader had been central to most Iranian Sufi orders for cen

turies, "the [idea of a collective] Board of Trustees is completely alien to Sufism."78 

Why, then, was there a Board of Trustees? After being deliberately kept in the 

dark for months, I managed a Sufi to point out to me the existence of a financial 

committee. More visibly, it was obvious that the gas and electricity bills, dates, ab-

guSt meals, tea, rose water, printing of announcements, maintenance of the garden and 

other properties, required funding. In an interview with the informal leader, I 

innocently attempted to bring up the subject again: "How is finance provided for?" 

The SafFalïsahï leader silently stared at my shoes for about a minute, then turned 

his head to one of the novices, silently but visibly sighed, then coldly stared me in the 

face. "Money? There is no money whatsoever!" More calculated silence and a high, 

short giggle followed, but I still wanted to know. "How, then, are expenses covered?" 

He raised his hands and brought them down, avoided my gaze and said in his version 

of 'reliance upon God' (tawakkol): "We are being provided for in our daily needs." 

We were seated in the erstwhile library, which stored several of the treasures that 

had been on public display in the lodge before the revolution. There was a small table 

77 Interview old-time, regular Sufi visitor to the lodge, 03/09/97. The Board stressed personal 
qualifications as against formal legitimacy. It admitted to me that (Saffallsah) had himself been less 
qualified in formal terms than his Soltan'allsahi competitor. "<SafIcalIsah> was less qualified, but 
<Sacadat(calTsah)> was 'illiterate/stupid' {bï-sawad)\'\ it was held, in rhyme (conversation, 05/01/97). 

78 Interview, 04/03/97. One of the wildest conspiracy theories that I came across in Iran, held that 
Wall DorostI only had female affiliates, which proved the role of ahfinds in the foundation of his 
spiritual centre (that is: his house), who were out to undermine the legitimacy of Sufism. Another 
pretender-SafFalisahl sheikh, (Soltan'alTsah) (see figure 8). felt himself uniquely entitled to rule the 
lodge, but thought the time, political circumstances in particular, not ripe yet (interview, 05/01/97). 
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next to the leader's chair, and on it a little box. The leader looked me in the face again 

as if to measure the impact of his words. Novices, apparently shocked by the impiety 

of my questioning, were nervously observing the scene. Then, in a sudden move, the 

leader reproachfully turned the box upside down and produced a few coins. "This is 

all there is, nothing! Nothing!"79 This argument, I later learned in a conversation with 

a novice, was sufficient and conclusive. The novice had come up with definite evi

dence for the trustworthiness of the Board of Trustees, by mentioning that the kaikfd 

in the middle of the Salon - in which donations were made - was emptied in public 

once in every year, so that anybody could witness the leadership's yearly income.80 

The suspicion of the new leadership to have created their structure as a personal 

Board of Profit, was brought up by several of the Sufis who were in turn accused of 

financial immorality by the Board of Trustees. <MonawwarcalIsah>, late ManzOr-
callsah's son, his hanaqah only one street away from the lodge of Saffallsah, was one 

of the dissenting sheikhs. Just as Borhan reportedly did, Monawwai^allsah made his 

entrance in the lodge every now and then, causing a quiet consternation. His group 

organised rival sessions in the sheikh's private lodging, that centred around the 

recitation and exegesis of the oeuvre of SafTalïsah, which Monawwar'alisah claimed 

the ignorant Board of Trustees had no knowledge of and that had been completely 

lost under its command. More effectively than Borhan, he moreover managed to 

recruit new members for his group from Saflcalisah's lodge. Under the Board of 

Trustees, they echoed sheikh Dorostl's complaint, "there is no more Sufi order." 

78 One Safi'alisahi Sufi, to the contrary, was convinced that the leader of the Board of Trustees had 
"obtained his position via the Ministry of Islamic Guidance, and became very wealthy through it" 
(conversation, 07/24/97). This accusation was repeated by a self-proclaimed enemy of Sufism 
(interview Hasüri, 04/16/97), who compared the state's stipends to the lodge to those of mosques and 
mollahs. Several Safï'alïsahï Sufis contrasted their financial ethics to those of Soltan'allsahl leaders, 
who were held to receive - they themselves fervently denied this - a 'monthly income' (mahiyane). 

80 Conversation, 07/24/97. See Figure 15. For a photograph of the kaSkül. 
81 Dïge, lariqat ddde ne-mi-Savad (interview, 03/19/97). 
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Résumé 

The SoltancalIsahI order was confronted with oppression, but having switched sides 

before the revolution paid off. The Soltan'alïsahïs sought legitimacy through 

mourning sessions for deceased notables, and acted as a national patron of charitas. 

The Saffalïsahï order, to the contrary, was haunted by its Freemasonry reputation. 

The order lost the control over its lodge as it was occupied, and once it was reco

vered, the Saflcallsahls involved themselves in slander concerning financial morality. 

While the SoltancalIsahis enhanced their reputation through religious nationalism 

(externally), the SafTalïsahïs' public and traditional, Shi'ite mourning ceremonies 

were deliberately kept apart from the lodge's Sufi activities. They did not, therefore, 

improve on Saflcallsahl legitimacy. While the Soltancalïsahïs retained unquestioned, 

hereditary leadership (internally), the SafFallsahïs dissolved into small, rival groups, 

over which the Board of Trustees only retained a marginal weight. In spite of multi-

faceted adversity, however, Saficallsahl (hi)stories tell one not of jurist-led state 

persecution, but of accommodation. Through the lodge's registration as an official 

religious property and the committed continuation of Shicite Sufi tradition in the 

peripheral branches, the SafTalïsahï order, too, survived the revolution's purgatory. 
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